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Laboratory Name: Innovative Bioanalysis
Cap Lic No: 9501843 
Date: 5/27/2020
Pathogen Tested: SARS-CoV-2

Objective: 
Aviation Clean Air commissioned testing on Global Plasma Solutions’ GPS-
DM48-AC model to assess its ability to neutralize SARS-CoV-2 in high-ion 
concentration specialty applications.

Methodology: 
Single RE22 control chambers were set on a stainless steel table with 
pressure verification seals. The chambers had an internal working 
dimension of 16.5”W x 9”H x 12”D for a total cubic footage of 1.031. 
Under initial observation it was determined to seal the unit completely 
with no intake or exhaust port. Testing and control were conducted in an 
average ambient temperature of 72.6 degrees Fahrenheit.

A singular fan unit was set up at a 45-degree angle and affixed to the 
testing chamber. The initial control fan speed was measured at an average 
of 870 Ft/m. Under the original control section, the primary fan was set 10 
inches away from ion production unit A and the average air flow speed 
past the ion producing nodes was 250Ft/m.

Experimental Results: 
SARS-CoV-2 was exposed to needlepoint biploar ionization for a period 
of 10, 15, and 30 minutes. Based on viral titrations it was determined that 
at 10 minutes 84.2% of the viral particles became inactive, at 15 minutes 
92.6% of the viral particles became inactive, and at 30 minutes 99.4% of 
the viral particles became inactive. 
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SARS - CoV - 2 Neutralization by Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization, Powered by GPS

CLIENT: ACA/IAE 

PROJECT: Needlepoint Bipolar Ionization "NPBI™" applied to COVID19  

PRODUCT: ACA-RN-0001 and ACA4800GU-1, Powered by GPS DM48 - AC NPBI™  Technology 

CAP LIC NO: 9501843 

CLIA LIC NO: 05D1064850 

SAMPLE RECEIVED: 05/21/2020 

START DATE: 05/27/2020 

REPORT DATE: 06/02/2020 

CHALLENGE VIRUS: SARS-CoV-2 

EXPERIMENTAL SUMMARY: 

Single RE22 control chambers set on a table stainless steel table with pressure verification seals. 

Internal working dimensions 16.S"W x 9"H x 12"D for a total cubic footage of 1.031. Under initial 

observation it was determined to seal the unit completely with no intake or exhaust port. Control 

ionization counts were performed prior to initial test. Testing and control were conducted in an average 

ambient temperature of 72.6 degrees Fahrenheit. 

A singular fan unit was set up at a 45-degree angle to the two ionization units affixed to the 

testing chamber. The initial control fan speed was measured at an average of 870 Ft/m. At these airflow 

speeds the initial ionization saturation counts were taken so adjustment could be made to lower or raise 

ionization levels depending on the testing parameters needed. Under the original control section, the 

primary fan was set 10 inches away from ion production unit A and the average air flow speed past the 

ion producing nodes was 250Ft/m 
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